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Abstract
This study presents a novel approach for predicting NBA players’ performance in Fantasy Points (FP) by developing indi-
vidualized models for 203 players, using advanced basketball metrics from season 2011–2012 up to season 2020–2021 from
reliable sources. A two-step evaluation and validation process secured validity, while applying linear optimization methodol-
ogy, considering constraints such as salary and player position to recommend an eight-player line-up for Daily Fantasy Sports
(DFS). Four scenarios with 14 machine learning models and meta-models with a blending approach with an ensembling
methodology were evaluated. Using individual per-player modeling, standard and advanced features, and different times-
pans resulted in accurate, well-established, and well-generalized predictions. Standard features improved MAPE results by
1.7–1.9% in the evaluation and 0.2–2.1% in the validation set. Additionally, two model selection cases were developed, with
average scoring MAPEs of 28.90% and 29.50% and MAEs of 7.33 and 7.74 for validation sets. The most effective models
included Voting Meta-Model, Random Forest, Bayesian Ridge, AdaBoost, and Elastic Net. The research demonstrated prac-
tical application using predictions in a real-life DFS case evaluated in a DFS tournament on a specific match day. Among
11,764 real users, our Daily Line-up Optimizer ranked in the top 18.4%, and profitable line-ups reached the top 23.5%. This
unique approach proves the proposed methodology’s effectiveness and emphasizes its profitability, as the optimizer process
delivers positive results.

Keywords Data mining (DM) · Sports analytics (SA) · Machine learning (ML) · Daily fantasy sports (DFS)

1 Introduction

Sports analytics (SA) is a vast emerging field with signifi-
cant domain value for teams, players, and organizations [1,
2]. In recent years, it has been verified that analytics and
performance prediction in the sports domain facilitates the
evolution of any sport, team, and players [3]. The biggest
clubs have departments focused on their, as well as oppo-
nent, team analytics, trying to optimize their playstyle and
detect valuable information that staff, players, and coaches
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cannot see [4]. For this reason, data have immense value for
teams, and via different methods (cameras and sensors), col-
lect as much data as possible for evaluation and forecasting
purposes [5]. In basketball,many statistics and formulas refer
to a player’s overall performance in amatch. Some important
basketball metrics are efficiency (EFF), player impact esti-
mate (PIE), player efficiency rating (PER), and usage rate
[6].

Moreover, the daily performance of a player can be
translated into Fantasy Points (FP), another metric highly
correlated with these mentioned above. FP is a metric that
betting companies use for player performance ranking. Bas-
ketball is a sport that entertains and engages people in many
ways, from watching it and supporting their favorite team up
to betting on it, with plenty of choices available (Win, points)
[7]. In recent years, a new trend for DFS sports came up.
People can become coaches and build their teams. Betting
companies offer tournaments with many modes, awarding
the users based on the total FP, their built team has achieved.
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Predicting daily player performance is a complex task,
as numerous factors can influence a player’s performance
on any given day because of the complexity of its sport
and exogenous parameters that affect each individual perfor-
mance. This research focuses on basketball, specifically the
NBA, with the objective of generating accurate daily player
performance predictions,while excluding rookies and certain
underperforming players from the 2020 to 2021 season.

In this study, 14 machine learning (ML) models were
employed to forecast NBA player daily performance in FP,
utilizing historical advanced and standard player and team
data. By carefully collecting, cleaning, pre-processing, and
conducting feature engineering on the data, highly accurate
MLmodels were generated and compared, ultimately select-
ing the bestmodel for predicting theFPof each eligible player
in a game or event.

Eligible players are those who meet specific criteria,
such as having over 100 appearances from the 2017–2018
to 2019–2020 seasons, more than 30 appearances in the
2020–2021 season, and an average participation time of over
18 min in the 2020–2021 season. This selection process
results in a pool of players that individual modeling is effec-
tive and excludes rookies and those with long-term injuries
[8].

To thoroughly evaluate the performance of the 14 ML
models, this research conducts four distinct scenarios, each
designed to assess the effectiveness of the techniques in pre-
dicting player performance. These scenarios involve various
data configurations, such as comparing the results obtained
from the last three seasons (LTS) and ten seasons (TS)
periods, as well as analyzing the differences in prediction
outcomes when using standard features versus a combina-
tion of standard and advanced features. This comprehensive
approach ensures a robust evaluation of the models and helps
to identify the most suitable techniques for daily Basketball
Player Performance Forecasting (BPPF).

Following the development of accurate ML models for
predicting player performance, this study also incorporates a
linear optimization process to recommend an optimal eight-
player team for a match day, considering constraints such as
salary and player position. The primary goal of this process is
to maximize the total FP of the selected team while adhering
to the restrictions imposed by the DFS platform.

To demonstrate the practical application of the proposed
methodology, the research examines a real-life DFS case
using the generated predictions. This real-world example not
only showcases the effectiveness and potential profitability of
the chosenMLmodels and linear optimization approach, but
also emphasizes the value of this research for professionals
seeking to enhance their DFS strategies and decision-making
processes in the realm of basketball and SA.

This paper presents several contributions toML and sports
analytics. It introduces an innovative approach by developing

individualized ML models for 804 high-performance NBA
players in four different forecasting scenarios. It uses data
from the last three seasons and last ten seasons, as well
as standard and advanced basketball metrics. This person-
alized modeling begins with generic models and offers a
tailored approach on player performance. Additionally, the
research employs linear optimization techniques to optimize
the selection of player line-ups for DFS, based on forecasted
performance. Hence, it incorporates real-world constraints,
such as player fantasy salaries and positions, emphasizing
the practicality of the predicted ML models.

Furthermore, the paper provides a detailed comparative
analysis, which tests 14 different ML models and meta-
models across the four forecasting scenarios. This analysis
provides valuable insights into which models and techniques
aremost effective for each scenario.Moreover, the study goes
beyond theoretical testing, by using itsmodels in a real-world
DFS competition, demonstrating remarkable performance,
ranking in the top 18.4% among 11,764 participants and
providing profitable results. Lastly, the paper addresses key
research questions regarding model accuracy, generalizabil-
ity, and real-world applicability, offering a comprehensive
view of its methodology and outcomes. Overall, this research
advances the field theoretically and demonstrates real-world
practical application, particularly in the DFS context.

2 Literature review

SA is an emerging field, and all big sports organizations and
professional teamsuse it to develop the team, improve results,
and identify problems that are hard to be spotted by human
abilities [9, 10]. Technology improvements have created new
playstyles, strategies, and tactics over the years. In addition,
results evaluation with the aid of analytics is important for
every sport. Nowadays, coach experience is not enough to
be competitive at the highest professional level [11]. How-
ever, decades ago, datawere handwritten and hard to observe,
while data collection was manual and time consuming. For
this reason, there are limited statistical records for several
sports. SA appeared in the nineteenth century, along with the
idea of evaluating each player’s skills by analyzing their play
[3].

2.1 Basketball players’performance prediction
overview

Predictions for basketball player performance using DM and
ML algorithms are a new research subject. Decades ago,
evaluation and predictions for player performance were only
based on coach experience. However, in recent years, SA
and players performance prediction are becoming significant
research field [12, 13].
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A study in [14] used DM methods and tried to predict
NBA player performance by working with data from seasons
2005–2006 up to 2013–2014. Firstly, the authors clustered
players using K-means on their historical performance and
proven skills, aiming at detecting changes in performance-
based clusters to predict their next game’s performance. The
problem was transformed into a classification task, using
NaiveBayeswith clusters as labels based on historical perfor-
mances. They tested three players’ performance predictions
using both methods and compared results. Two out of three
players were classified into the same labeled cluster that was
assigned in the clustering experiment. Lastly, they used a
multiple regression model and exponential smoothing based
on athletes’ historical statistics to predict their performance.
Results have shown that the exponential smoothing algorithm
performs better.

Another study in [15] designed a unique network based
on NBA data from all line-ups and matchups of teams from
season 2007 up to 2019. Using ML and graph theory, the
authors created a metric called Inverse Square Metric and
an edge-centric multi-view network aiming to predict the
performance of an NBA line-up anytime. Specifically, the
edge-centric approach provides a thorough examination of
any situation of the teams from16 perspectives, workingwith
data like defensive or offensive rebounds andmany other fea-
tures. According to their findings, they constructed a highly
accurate systemwith an edge-centricmulti-viewmethodwith
80% average accuracy. Their results were improved by 10%
compared to the baselinemethods, illuminating how efficient
graph theory is for line-up performance prediction.

The study in [16] tried to predict points scored andwinning
scores, using mixed models with random effects. Also, the
authors tried to find out which feature-metric was essential
to make these predictions. In their study, they considered all
the possible variables that may affect player performance. As
a result, they created a dataset of 2187 examples, focusing
on 27 NBA players in the 2007 regular NBA season. Results
show that variables such as the player, position, difference in
team quality, if the player started the match, the minutes he
played, and his usage rate was crucial to predict the points
scored successfully. In addition, crucial variables to predict
the winning score were the player, his age, position in the
field, difference in team quality, relationship between his age
and his position, the minutes that he played, and the usage
percentage. Lastly, they made their predictions using a single
model with all the data instead of creating daily models.

The researchers in [17] successfully predicted the NBA
MVP for 2017–2018, 2018–2019, and 2019–2020 seasons.
In addition, they predicted the Best Defender for the follow-
ing NBA season 2017–2018, 2018–2019, and 2019–2020.
These forecasting scenarios were performed based on certi-
fied data from seasons 2017 up to 2020. Every season of the
dataset comprised 82 games split into four groups (Q1–Q4).

They selected 20 NBA players who participated in at least
30 games per season and at least 15 min average participa-
tion time per game. They created two advanced basketball
analytics formulas, aggregated performance indicator (API)
and defensive performance indicator (DPI). API is a compo-
sition of box score statistics and important rating basketball
analytics, a synthesis of variables that illustrate the athlete’s
general performance and was adopted to predict the season
MVP. DPI is a combination of advanced analytics variables
focused on player contribution to Defense and was used for
forecasting the Best Defender of the year. They accurately
predicted the NBA MVP for seasons 2017 up to 2020 and
the Best Defenders of the year.

2.2 Fantasy points and daily fantasy line-ups

Over the past 15 years, a newmethod for fans participating in
basketball has become very popular worldwide. Companies
offer the chance to users to take the role of Team Manager
or Coach and create their Fantasy Basketball line-up. Fan-
tasy is a vast sector in the betting industry, with millions
of users trying to predict the best in terms of performance
daily basketball line-up [18]. Basketball Fantasy is highly
competitive, while users compete against each other, and the
best line-up predictions are rewarded. Basketball is a sport
filled with analytics, yet professionals and amateurs make
predictions using raw statistics or advanced analytics and
ML, building models, and making up strategies [19].

The study in [20] examines the use of self-exclusion fea-
tures in Responsible Gambling (RG) tools on DraftKings,
a major Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS) platform, by analyz-
ing over 3 years of player data. The researchers found that
less than 0.5% of the users opted for self-exclusion, with
nearly a third doing so multiple times. Also, they found that
self-excluders, compared to those who did not self-exclude,
generally engaged in a broader range of contests and sports
and opted for higher entry fees. Interestingly, repeat self-
excluders initially chose shorter self-exclusion periods and
participated in a greater variety of games. The study con-
cludes that these findings offer insights into howRG tools are
used in DFS and can help identify risk markers for problem
gambling. Compared to our study, this research focuses on
using RG and user interactions, which introduces a method-
ology of predicting an optimal line-up that ranked in the top
18.4% on a real-world DFS event.

The study in [21] proposes new algorithms and models
by utilizing mixed-integer programming (MIP) and various
time-series prediction techniques to optimize team formation
in DFS in the NFL. The researchers compare machine-based
approaches against human heuristics and existing bench-
marks, testing on data across four NFL seasons, concluding
that they outperformed existingmethods by returning a profit
of 81.3% of DFS game weeks. According to this study, the
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quality of the optimization model has a more significant
impact on cash wins than the capacity to model uncertainty
and forecast outcomes. Their study poses challenges and
opportunities for the DFS industry by establishing a new per-
formance baseline. Unlike this NFL-focused research, which
relies on mixed-integer programming, our study advances
DFSmodels for the NBA using a decade-long dataset and 14
types of ML models.

In the study presented in [22], twomathematical program-
ming models were developed to act as “virtual coaches”
for Argentinian fantasy soccer game participants. The first
model created “a posteriori,” optimizing team line-ups based
on known outcomes. In contrast, the second “a priori”
model generated real-time decisions based on existing data
to improve team performance. The “a priori” model was
tested in real competitions and consistently ranked among
the top 4% of participants, reaching the top 0.1% in one
tournament. The study highlights the potential of mathemat-
ical programming in sports decision-making and suggests
that such models could also be adapted for real-world sports
coaching. This study uses mathematical programming in
Argentinian soccer, comparedwith our study, which employs
a robust set of ML models in the NBA context, validated by
real-world tournament rankings.

In [23], researchers analyzed data from 5000 participants
in an online fantasy soccer game in the English Premier
League (EPL) during the 2007/08 season. They inferred that
the predictions based on fantasy sports data outperformed
random forecasts and those based on team attendance, but
those outperformed by the bookmakers. The study concludes
that the collective decision-making of fantasy game play-
ers can produce a valuable dataset for predicting real-world
soccer match outcomes. Compared to our study, which uses
multi-season NBAmetrics for individualized player models,
this research focuses on collective decision-making in fan-
tasy soccer based on a single-season dataset.

The study in [24] introduced away to predict player FP and
develop a system predicting the best combination of players
in Daily Fantasy Line-ups, having as target the best over-
all score with a sure salary cap. They trained their models
with data from season 2013–2014 and used their system
in season 2015–2016, evaluating their predictions against
actual results. They followed two methods; firstly, they used
a Bayesian random effects model to predict Daily NBA
player performance and generate a team baseline based on
the game’s rules having a specific salary cap and a constraint
on the number of players who play in the same position. Sec-
ondly, they developed a k-nearest neighbors (KNN) model
using the results from thepreviousBayesianmodel to identify
“successful” line-ups. Both methods successfully generated
profit in a hypothetical experiment for the season 2015–2016,
withKNNgeneratingmore profit than theBayesian one on its
own. Unlike this single-season, dual-method study in NBA

DFS, our study uses a decade of data and 14 ML models,
achieving top 18.4% real-world DFS performance.

The researchers in [25] investigate inconsistencies and
potential biases in the recorded box score statistics in NBA.
They used optical player tracking data from season 2015 to
2016 and developed a model for predicting recorder assists,
with higher performance than previous methods. Findings
reveal evidence of inconsistencies in the awarding of assists
by team-hired scorekeepers. Also, they suggested potential
biases related to “passers” or their positions. Afterward, they
investigated their approach in the real-world implications,
such as monetary consequences for Daily Fantasy Sports
participants. Finally, they suggested that individual play-
ers could benefit from adopting a more proactive stance for
monitoring the attribution of subjective box score statistics.
Following the literature review, we will present our innova-
tive methodology for predicting NBA player performance to
enhance the effectiveness of DFS line-up selection. Employ-
ing state-of-the-art ML techniques and advanced basketball
analytics, we are developing a robustworkflow that addresses
various aspects of the prediction process, fromdata collection
to DFS team evaluation. This study explores biases in NBA
statistics compared to ours which focuses on NBA player
performance prediction through comprehensive metrics, val-
idated by high real-world DFS rankings.

3 Methodology

The methodology of this study is grounded in a quasi-
experimental design, where we focus on the empirical
analysis and application of ML models for predicting NBA
players’ daily Fantasy Points performance. While a compre-
hensive review of existing literature supports our approach
to contextualizing our research within the current state of
sports analytics and Fantasy Sports, the core emphasis is on
data-driven experimentation and the application ofMLmod-
els. Beginning with presenting the research questions, aim,
and objectives that guide the research, we continuously delve
into the details of our methodology, which includes data col-
lection, examination, data wrangling, feature engineering,
and post-feature engineering pre-processing. Furthermore,
we analyze the modeling phase, encompassing feature selec-
tion and data modeling, and present the two-step evaluation
and validation processes that are selected, to assess the per-
formance of our models. Finally, we introduce the DLO
procedure, outlining its restrictions and implications. This
section aims to provide a clear understanding of the method-
ological framework that helps achieve our research questions
and objectives.
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3.1 Research questions (RQs)

The research questions subsection addresses three key ques-
tions that fundamentally form this study. These questions
aim to address the development of individual ML modeling
for each NBA player to predict their daily FP performance
accurately, the impact of using standard versus advanced fea-
tures and data from different timespans, and the practical
application of linear optimization on generated predictions
to recommend an optimal eight-player team for a match day,
considering constraints.

The study strives to answer these research questions,
which are significant for organizations, teams, coaches, play-
ers, DFS fans, and DFS platform holders seeking to enhance
their decision-making. Moreover, the potential applications
of DM and ML techniques in DFS are underscored since
this study aspires to provide a complete workflow for perfor-
mance prediction, line-up creation, and optimization.

Hence, the research questions try to answer are the below:
Primary research question (RQ1)How can individualML

models for each NBA player be developed to accurately pre-
dict their daily FP performance?

This primary question centers on the development of
unique ML models for NBA players, setting the stage for
a detailed exploration of the data features in the subsequent
question.

Secondary research question (RQ2) What is the impact
of using standard versus advanced features, and data from
different time periods on the accuracy of ML models in pre-
dicting player performance?

This question investigates how the selection of standard or
advanced features and the incorporation of data from various
timespans influence the accuracy of the ML models used in
player performance predictions.

Tertiary research question (RQ3) How can linear opti-
mization on generated predictions be effectively applied to
recommend an optimal eight-player team for a match day,
considering constraints?

The third question extends to the practical application of
our models in Daily Fantasy Sports. It explores how linear
optimization can be utilized to construct the most effective
team compositions based on themodel predictions within the
specific constraints of DFS platforms.

The selected research questions hold significance for orga-
nizations, teams, coaches, and players, as they aim to improve
decision-making and performance at various levels through
accurate performance predictions. Furthermore, these ques-
tions highlight the potential applications of DM and ML
techniques in Daily Fantasy Sports (DFS), specifically in
the realms of performance prediction and line-up creation
and optimization. This emphasizes the growing relevance of
advanced analytics in both player evaluation and strategic
planning within the basketball industry.

3.2 Aims and objectives

This study aims to develop a novel comprehensive approach
for predicting daily NBA player performance in FP using
individualized models for each player’s case, incorporating
both standard and advanced features with different times-
pans. This approach is built to improve the accuracy of player
performance predictions and provide more effective models
for generating optimal line-ups for DFS, ultimately showcas-
ing the practical application and profitability of the proposed
methodology. FP is calculated by formula (1).

(1)

FP � P + 1.2 × REB + 1.5 × AST + 3

× ST L + 3 × BLK−T OV .

where P � Each point scored, REB � Rebound, AST �
Assist, STL � Steal, BLK � Block, and TOV � Turnover

By leveraging cutting-edge ML techniques and advanced
analytics, this research aims to create a robust workflow that
addresses various aspects of the prediction process, fromdata
pre-processing tomodel evaluation. The following objectives
have been presented above to provide a structural understand-
ing of the research’s objectives and guidance throughout the
research.

The research focuses on developing ML models for each
eligible NBA player to accurately predict their daily FP
performance, considering historical advanced and standard
player and team data. It also investigates the impact of using
standard versus advanced features and data from different
periods (such as 3-season and 10-season periods) on the accu-
racy of the ML models in predicting player performance.

Additionally, the study applies linear optimization to the
generated predictions to effectively recommend an optimal
eight-player team for a match day, considering salary and
player position constraints. The performance of the proposed
methodology is evaluated through a series of scenarios, com-
paring the effectiveness of various ML techniques and data
configurations.

This research seeking to demonstrate its real-life applica-
tion and potential profitability, uses the generated predictions
to examine a real-life DFS case, contributing to growing bas-
ketball DFS and SA knowledge by showcasing the practical
applications and benefits of employing advanced analytics in
performance prediction and line-up optimization.

3.3 Data engineering

The NBA domain offers various types of responsive data
accessible online, but the credibility of some sources is uncer-
tain. This study primarily acquired data through the NBA
API, accessing the official NBA website [26] for player and
team data from the 2011–2012 season up to the 2020–2021
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season. The data types accessed for individual players and
teams included traditional, advanced, miscellaneous, scor-
ing, usage, four factors, and opponent statistics [27]. These
data types encompass raw performance statistics for each
player and team and their final ranking scores. The latter
were removed during pre-processing to avoid incorporating
future information from the final season.

After scraping relevant data, the methodology involved
data cleansing and joining player performance with their cor-
responding team. The TS dataset with all accessed statistics
was split into four subsets for the scenarios: TS data with
all available statistics, TS data with only standard statistics,
LTS data with all available statistics, and LTS data with only
standard statistics. A short overview of each corresponding
feature type in the datasets is shown in Tables 5 and 6 in the
appendix.

In continuation, ML applications, 1-game lag features,
and momentum features were generated for all statistics.
Additionally, 3-, 5-, 7-, and 10-game lag featureswere specif-
ically created for FP. Anomaly detection was also applied to
create extra features, and ’rest days’ features were incorpo-
rated. Before modeling, an individual dataset was created for
each player in each scenario. Multicollinearity was removed
to avoid unstable model estimates, reduced interpretability,
and overfitting. Low variance processes were also applied
to eliminate statistics with limited predictive power, reduce
dimensionality, enhance computational efficiency, and pre-
vent overfitting.

In the modeling phase, a permutation feature impor-
tance technique was applied to provide robustness against
multicollinearity, improve model performance, reduce over-
fitting, enhance interpretability, decrease dimensionality, and
increase computational efficiency. The corresponding dataset
was split, sorted from the oldest to newest, into 70% for
training, 20% for testing, and 10% newest for validation
as unseen data. The Pycaret library was used to compare
model performance. For each scenario and player’s case
study, the top three models based onMAE scores in the train-
ing process were fine-tuned using randomized grid search. A
meta-model, a voting estimator, was created using a blend-
ing approach within the ensemble method, based on the three
best performers. The best performingmodel from the 10-fold
cross-validation (CV) process, including the voting estima-
tor, was finalized and further trained with the test dataset. In
conclusion, each player’s finalized model was evaluated and
validated with unseen data using mean absolute percentage
error (MAPE) [28] andmean absolute error (MAE) [29]. The
overview of the process presented in Figure 1.

To demonstrate the real-life application of the research,
linear optimization [24] was applied to the generated pre-
dictions from all eligible players’ unseen data to create an
optimal eight-player team for a match day, considering four
types of constraints: unique player selection, game diversity,

position requirements, and salary cap. Salary and position
data were acquired from one of the most famous Fantasy
organizations, Draft Kings. The proposed methodology was
tested for a match day (May 15, 2021), yielding profitable
results in an actual fantasy tournament compared to real indi-
vidual users who participated in the tournament.

3.3.1 Data collection

Utilizing the NBA API from the official NBA website [30,
31], which offers a wealth of player and team statistics, data
from the 2011–2012 season up to the 2020–2021 season
were acquired. The relevant data included player and team
performances per game, spanning both regular and playoff
seasons. For individual players, traditional, advanced, mis-
cellaneous, scoring, and usage data were collected for each
player’s game performance. Traditional, advanced, miscella-
neous, opponent, scoring, and four factors datawere obtained
for teams [32].

The diverse data types gave us a comprehensive view of
players’ and teams’ performance, enabling us to make pre-
dictions. A short overview of those:

Traditional statistics include basketball statistics for play-
ers and teams, such as field goals attempted andmade, blocks,
assists, rebounds, steals, turnovers, and others.

Advanced statistics encompass metrics beyond traditional
statistical measures, such as shooting percentage, assists per-
centage, and assist-to-turnover ratio.

Miscellaneous Statistics contain various statistics for
players and teams, for instance, points off turnovers, second-
chance points, and points in the paint.

Scoring statistics provide scoring-related metrics for both
players and teams, including the percentage of points from
different court areas and assists and other related measures.

Usage statistics focus on player and team usage, capturing
percentages between players and teams in various categories,
such as field goals, rebounds, and assists.

Four factors statistics include metrics first proposed by
Dean Oliver, aimed at determining the most critical factors
in a game’s outcome, such as effective field goal percent-
age, turnover percentage, offensive and defensive rebound
percentages, and free throw attempt rate.

Opponent statistics include metrics that measure the per-
formance of opposing teams.

3.3.2 Data wrangling

The collected data included performance metrics for every
player who participated in at least one game from the
2011–2012 season up to the 2020–2021 season. However,
the research focused on players active in the 2020–2021 sea-
son. Inactive players were excluded based on an active ID
key generated from the latest season. For excluding rookies
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Fig. 1 Research workflow

and long-term injured players, specific criteria were applied.
Eligible players in this study had at least 100 appearances
between the 2017–2018 and 2019–2020 seasons, over 30
appearances in the 2020–2021 season, and an average of at
least 18 min of playing time per game in the 2020–2021
season. Additionally, players scoring season 2020–2021 FP
mean of less than half of the total FP mean for all players
were dropped. These constraints were applied to ensure the
effectiveness of individual modeling and to predict an opti-
mal eight-player line-up for a match day. Users should select
players more likely to participate in games and accumulate
FP while avoiding benchwarmers and injured players. After
applying these filters, the dataset included 203 out of 540
players.

Moreover, per-game outliers were removed from the
dataset to ensuremore reliable and consistent predictions and
optimal line-up creation. Records were excludedwhere play-
ers underperformed with less than 10 FP due to injury, unex-
pected benching, or playing less than one period (12 min).
By eliminating these outliers, the modeling process can bet-
ter predict a player’s potential performance, focusing on
their distinctive capabilities without being influenced by rare
occurrences. Additionally, statistics related to the final ranks
of each player in each statistic were dropped to avoid data
leakage. At this pre-processing stage, the initial players’
dataset comprised 145,415 instances and 106 statistics, while
the initial teams’ dataset contained 25,148 instances and 100
statistics.

3.3.3 Feature engineering

This step applies dataset’s feature engineering and post-
feature engineering. First, the dataset is split for each player,

and the “rest days” feature is created by calculating the dif-
ferences between each player’s respective games. Statistical
anomaly detection [33] is applied to the FP using standard
deviation,with a boundary set at−2, generating two features:
One called “anomaly” for marking where an anomaly in FP
is detected, and a second one called “smoothed FP,” which
smooths the performed FP based on standard deviation.

One-hot encoding is applied to the categorical features,
including home/away, matchups, team name, season type,
double–double, and triple–double. Momentum features are
created for all features, capturing the performance differ-
ences between each game and the previous one.

Subsequently, each player’s dataset is split individually,
and 1-game-lag features are generated for player and team
data. Additionally, 3-, 5-, 7-, and 10-game-lag averages
for player FP and 3-game-lag sums for past double–dou-
ble and triple–double achievements are calculated. Lastly,
momentum features were created with calculated player’s
performance last match’s difference from the match before
last.

Next, each player’s opponent dataset is created based on
their future matchup using the team’s dataset. Finally, each
player’s dataset is joined with their corresponding team’s
performance and the next opponent’s performance data.

Finally, the primary TS datasets for each player with all
available historical statistics were created. Following the
above methodology, data were transformed into historical
for applying regression MLmodeling, and there is insurance
that any data leakage option is prevented [34]. For construct-
ing our final databases, a subtraction of the primary datasets
for each player is generated, keeping only the standard statis-
tics and standardopponent data. The “complete” dataset,with
advanced features dataset, finally contained 79,036 instances
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and 269 features, while the dataset will only standard data
named “core” also contained 79,036 instances but only 67
features.

3.3.4 Post-feature engineering pre-processing

To finally refine the datasets, further pre-processing steps
are employed after the competition of the feature engineer-
ing. Those are considered highly important to address issues
related to the distribution of the target variable and the pres-
ence of irrelevant or redundant features. Because of the form
of the reformatted datasets, features generated from the fea-
ture engineering process needed to be further adjusted based
on each player’s performance score characteristics.

Target variable transformation Each player’s perfor-
mance is also adjusted based on exogenous parameters for
each game. For this reason, our target variable, FP, represents
players’ performance and follows a non-symmetrical distri-
bution. This issue is faced with the Yeo–Johnson method.
This method creates a more symmetric distribution, which is
desirable for modeling [35].

Feature reduction Considering a large number of features
and the specified data available per player (with up to 82
regular-season games plus playoffs), we apply the following
methodology for feature reduction, while some features did
not contribute significantly to themodel’s explainedvariance.
The feature reduction process consisted of the two following
steps:

1. Multicollinearity removal The features which exhibit
high linear correlationwith another feature and lower cor-
relation with the target variable were dropped. Datasets
with highly correlated features may increase coefficient
estimates’ variance, making them unstable and noisy
[36]. A multicollinearity threshold of 0.50 was set, and
features with inter-correlations higher than this threshold
were removed.

2. Low variance filtering This method was applied for
the categorical features [37], some of which were
“PLAYOFFS,” “OPPONENT,” “SEASON_YEAR,” and
“TEAM_ABBREVIATION.” Features with statistically
insignificant variances were removed from the dataset.
The above rules are justified for filtering since both con-
ditions should be met.

2.1. Proportion of Unique Values: Count of unique values
in a feature/sample size < 10%

2.2. Dominance of Most Common Value: Count of most
common value/count of second most common value >
20 times.

3.4 DM andML algorithmic models

Throughout this research, 14 traditional from different cat-
egories of ML models and meta-models with one model
or meta-model per use-case, utilizing a blending approach
within the ensembling method, with Pycaret [38], were
challenged on 203 individual real-life players’ use cases
for investigating the optimal and most balanced forecasting
methodology for producing accurate predictions.

A brief description of each model is described below:
Huber uses a different loss function from the traditional

least-squares; it is less sensitive to outliers in data [39].
Ridge is a specialized technique for data that suffer from

multicollinearity. The parameters are shrunk, preventing
multicollinearity, and finally, the complexity of the model
is reduced by coefficient shrinkage [40].

Linear regression is commonly used for predictive anal-
ysis. It refers to a linear approach for modeling between a
scalar and explanatory variable [41].

Least angle is preferred for high-dimensional data. Find-
ing the higher correlated features to the target value pushes
the regression line in this directive until it contacts another
variable with the identical ormore increased correlation [42].

Bayesian is usually selected for insufficient or inade-
quately distributed data by formulating linear regression. It
works by employing probability distributors instead of point
estimates. The response output (y) is assumed to be computed
by a probability distribution instead of estimated as a single
value [43].

Orthogonal matching pursuit is used to recover a high-
dimensional sparse signal from a small set of noisy linear
measurements. It is an iterative greedy method that selects
the most correlated feature at each stage [44].

Passive aggressive belongs to the category of online learn-
ing in ML. This technique works by feeding its instances
sequentially, individually, or in groups called mini batches.
It is mostly used in procedures where data stream in a con-
tinuous flow [45].

AdaBoost is a meta-estimator that works by matching a
regressor on the original data, and in the next phase, copies
of this regressor on the same dataset using modified weights
of instances based on errors in the first prediction [46].

Random forest works by using ensemble methods (bag-
ging). This technique starts by constructing many decision
trees and delivers the mean/mode of prediction of these [47].

Gradient boosting implements a regression tree by fitting
it on the negative gradient of the given loss function. This
method enables the optimization of any differentiable loss
function [48].

Extra trees uses a meta estimator that fits several different
decision trees on different sum samples of the dataset and
improves accuracy by averaging [49].
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Lasso is a regularization technique and a linear regression
method that uses shrinkage. Usually, this method is preferred
when a high level of multicollinearity is present. When there
aremany features, it automatically performs feature selection
[50].

Light gradient boosting machine is an extension of the
gradient boosting method. It follows an automated feature
selection procedure and boosts examples with more consid-
erable gradients [51].

Decision tree breaks down the dataset into smaller sub-
sets samples. In this way, a decision tree is incrementally
produced. The tree is constructed of internal and leaf nodes
in its final form [52].

3.4.1 Data modeling scenarios

In forecasting procedures, aiming to achieve the highest
possible accuracy and stability in predicting each player’s
performance, this study utilizes complete and core datasets.
These initial datasets were divided into per-player datasets,
allowing for four distinct scenarios—two using the most
recent records (data from the last three seasons) and two
using all available data from the past TS. Since we do not
use multivariate time-series forecasting, we want to ensure
that ourmodels arewell-generalized, stable and provide valid
predictions. Therefore, we forecasted two separate batches
of the latest continuous performancewith unseen data (30%).

For each scenario, the datawere split into 70% for training,
20% for testing (sorted by date), and 10% as unseen data for
model evaluation. The standard deviation of the LTS datasets
was 9.47 for the train/test set and 8.93 for the unseen set, and
for TS datasets was 9.73 for the train/test set and 9.07 for the
unseen set. Subsequently, our results need to be compared
based on our evaluation metrics to ensure the validity of our
models.

In order to ensure the validity of the models, a 10-fold CV
technique was employed during the training process for each
model. It is important to note that our training and forecasting
methodology adopts a non-temporal focus; expressly, game
dates were not incorporated into the forecasting scenarios,
as our objective was not to make time-sensitive predictions.
Despite that, we used temporal trend features, such as game-
lag features, to structure well-generalized models based on
past performance, even without explicitly counting on time
order subsequential data. Considering the imbalanced nature
of the datasets, MAPE was selected as the most appropri-
ate evaluation metric. Based on the performance during CV,
the top three models were identified for further optimiza-
tion. Furthermore, our models undergo a two-step evaluation
process, validated on unseen data, except for CV, to ensure
generalizability and confirm no overfitting.

The feature selectionmethodologywas based on each fea-
ture’s importance [53]. It was targeted to constrain the feature

space using a mix of permutation importance approaches,
Random Forest, AdaBoost, and linear correlation with the
target variable to improve modeling efficiency. The adjusted
rule on the feature selection threshold was set to 0.90, mean-
ing that only features accounting for at least 90% of the
dataset’s variance were retained, thereby ensuring the preser-
vation of the most influential features for modeling.

These top performingmodels were fine-tuned using a ran-
domized grid search [54] to identify the optimal hyperparam-
eters for each model. Subsequently, a blending ensembling
method was employed to design a meta-model known as the
"voting estimator," based on the three fine-tuned models.

Afterwards, the examination of four distinct scenarios
with different combinations of data and timespans follows:

Scenario 1 Models were trained on complete datasets
using TS data. The performance of the models varied for
each player.

Scenario 2Models were also trained in complete datasets
with a subset of historical data, using only the LTS or more
if requirements were not fulfilled.

Scenario 3 Models were executed with core datasets for
TS historical data.

Scenario 4The last scenario used only the LTS and core
datasets.

3.4.2 Two-step evaluation and validation process

This study employed a robust two-step evaluation and valida-
tion methodology, ensuring the accuracy, generalization, and
reliability of the ML models used. Starting with the CV [55]
initial validation, wherein the train (70%) data were split into
multiple folds, in which each fold acted as a validation set. In
contrast, the model was trained with the remaining data; this
technique allowed for an objective assessment of each algo-
rithm’s performance while inhibiting the risk of overfitting.
After theCV, themodelswere evaluatedwith the correspond-
ing test dataset (20%), separated from the training data. In this
way, we ensure the model’s ability to generalize and make
accurate predictions on new, previously unseen data. Finally,
each finalized model was further validated using an unseen
dataset (10%), which assessed an additional layer of perfor-
mance evaluation. This comprehensive two-step evaluation
and validation procedure ensured that the selected finalized
models were accurate and capable of facing our problem
effectively with minor deviations between the two steps.

Moreover, using MAE and MAPE as performance met-
rics offered distinct advantages in reviewing the models’
performance across players and scenarios. Comparing MAE
values of different models, we can identify the models that
constantly result in small errors and provide us with the
ability to select the best performing model for each player
based on a common, interpretable metric. Moreover, our
comparative study is based on MAPE since it allows us to
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compare themodels’ performance across players and scenar-
ios with different magnitudes of player performance values.
To conclude, this comprehensive approach guarantees that
the selected finalized models would predict valid results
as accurately as possible and consistently perform across a
range of scenarios.

3.4.3 Daily line-up optimizer (DLO)

The Daily Line-up Optimizer (DLO) is crucial in this
research, comprising the final stage. It maximizes the pre-
dicted FP for a specific date by the initial modeling processes
while adhering to the restrictions followed by betting com-
panies. As its final step, this research aims to provide and
benefit all stakeholders of the DFS basketball industry with
a profitable end-to-end solution.

The DLO process involves linear optimization techniques
to build the best FP-performing line-up for a specific match
day. To achieve this, we utilized the Pulp library [56], acquir-
ing extra data related to player salary and position from the
[57] website. The DLO process is applied to one of the latest
days of the 2021 regular season (May 15, 2021), featuring
26 different NBA teams and 13 events (games).

To produce the optimal lineup, we limited the selection to
53 players who participated in games on the specified date,
chosen from our initial pool of 203 candidates. It is essential
to note that this pool was relatively small, as this research
focused on predicting the performance of the players, who
are more likely to participate in an event and perform well,
based on each corresponding historical performance.

3.4.4 DLO restrictions

Since the Fantasy Tournaments are designed by companies
in the betting industry, like DraftKings, each applies its rules
and restrictions. This research’s final step is based onDraftK-
ings company tournaments. It aims to build an eight-player
line-up with a combination of players by maximizing the
potential FP the players will score in their actual game. It
uses the generated predictions of each player in our pool
who participated in the games.

A short description of the restrictions DraftKings applies,
and this research considered follows:

• Buy a player at most once.
• Include players from at least two different NBA games.
• The eight roster positions are:

• One PG (Point Guard)
• One SG (Shooting Guard)
• One SF (Small Forward)
• One PF (Power Forward)
• One C (Center)

• One G (PG, SG)
• One F (SF, PF)
• One Util (PG, SG, SF, PF, C)
• Spend no more than $60,000.

4 Findings

In this section, we present the results of this comprehensive
research study targeted to identify the optimalMLmodels for
forecasting NBA players’ FP. Those results include perfor-
mance comparison across different scenarios with complete
and core datasets and different timespan data TS and LTS.
Moreover,we investigate the effectiveness of result optimiza-
tion that our datamodelingmethodology provides uswith the
ability to do by selecting the best performingmodels for each
player across all scenarios. Furthermore, we overview the
DLO procedure’s outcome, demonstrating a profitable prac-
tical implication of our predictive models for selecting the
optimal line-up inDFS. The evaluationmetrics, asmentioned
before, are the MAPE and MAE, computed as averages for
all the 203 high-performance player models.

4.1 Performance scenarios comparison

In this subsection, we analyze the performance of the ML
models in different scenarios, comparing the impact of using
complete and core datasets during different timespans, TS
and LTS. This overview aims to determine the best method-
ological path of features and timespans for valid and most
accurate predictions of players’ FP in their actual games.
The two-step evaluation and validation methodology are fol-
lowed with data that each corresponding model has not seen
before to ensure that models produce well-founded results.

The results of each scenario, based on Table 1, where the
bold indicates the lowest value for each evaluation metric,
were the following:

In Scenario 1, in which the models were trained with the
complete dataset using TS, the average MAPE for the vali-
dation set was 30.60% and for the unseen set was 30.70%.
The average MAE for the validation set was 7.5, while for
the unseen set, it was 8.03.

In Scenario 2, where a complete dataset but LTS is used,
the average MAPE for the validation set was 31.60%, and
for the unseen set was 31.10%. Moreover, correspondingly,
the MAE for validation and unseen set was 7.50 and 8.03.

In Scenario 3, where the core and TS dataset was used
on our models, the average MAPE for the validation set was
28.90%, and for the unseen set, it was 28.60%. As follows,
for MAE, in the validation set, the score was 7.06, and for
the unseen set, it was 7.54.

Lastly, in Scenario 4, where models were trained on the
core dataset using LTS data, the average score for MAPE
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Table 1 Average model
performance metrics across
scenarios for validation and
unseen data (203 players)

Scenario MAPE MAE

Validation Unseen Validation Unseen

Scenario 1 (complete, TS) 30.60% 30.70% 7.50 8.03

Scenario 2 (complete, LTS) 31.60% 31.10% 7.98 8.15

Scenario 3 (core, TS) 28.90% 28.60% 7.06 7.54

Scenario 4 (core, LTS) 29.70% 30.90% 7.47 8.02

on the validation set was 29.70% and, for the unseen set,
30.90%. Furthermore, the average MAE for the validation
set was 7.47, while for the unseen set, it was 8.02.

4.2 Results optimization

In the results optimization section, we go deeper into the
performance enhancements, contrasting the results scenarios
using either complete or core datasets. The main objective of
this section is to follow a model’s best performing selection-
oriented methodology, ensuring that both datasets have the
same number of records and that models have been trained,
tested, evaluated, and validated with the same historical data
(TS and LTS).

Based on our goals in the first and second research
questions, we justified that predictions were accurate in
both forecasting final scenarios using the most recent data
(LTS) and the whole dataset (TS). Moreover, the differences
between our LTS and TS scenarios were not extreme, mean-
ing that our models, even in TS, succeeded in capturing the
recent trend based on the game-lag features. For that reason,
we created and used a well-generalized models and ensuring
good data quality of the constructed dataset in continuation
of the data wrangling and feature engineering processes. The
results mentioned are presented in Case 1, which involves
model selection from scenarios 1 and 3, and Case 2, which
involves model selection from scenarios 2 and 4.

The model selection is made by comparing MAPE and
MAE scores on test sets and evaluating the performance of
this methodology by unseen sets of MAPE andMAE results,
ensuring that the proposed method is valid and validated in
unseen tests. The generated predictions are used for the DLO
procedure and optimal line-up creation, so the final results are
unbiased [58]. Concluding, by this framework, we determine
themost accurate long-term predictions, and in the end stage,
the best combination of models for predicting NBA players’
FP is designated. The results are presented in Table 2.

For Case 1, in which TS data were used, the average vali-
dation MAPE was 28.30%, and the MAPE in the unseen set
was 28.70%, while the average MAE in the validation set
was 6.98, and the unseen set’s MAE score was 7.54.

Table 2 Model performance comparison for TS and LTS

Case MAPE MAE

Validation Unseen Validation Unseen

Case 1 (TS) 28.30% 28.70% 6.98 7.54

Case 2 (LTS) 28.90% 29.50% 7.33 7.74

For Case 2, with LTS data, the average MAPE for the
validation setwas 28.90%and for the unseen setwas 29.50%.
Additionally, theMAE for validation and unseen setwas 7.33
and 7.74, respectively.

All models underwent rigorous assessment for stability
and generalization to guarantee the reported average eval-
uation and validation results accurately represent model
performance, ensuring that the models remained unbiased
and not prone to overfitting.

4.3 DLO results

In the DLO results section, we will present the outcome of
the actual application of this research by applying DLO with
our generated predictions from Case 2 to create an optimal
line-up for a specific matchday (May 15, 2021), targeting
to maximize the potential FP and predict one of the win-
ning line-ups. Even though the Case 1 results produced better
results on average for the DLO procedure, the Case 2 models
and data were used; this choice will be further discussed and
reasoned in the next section (Discussion & Implications).

It is important to note that the optimal line-up is deter-
mined by comparing all possible potential line-up combina-
tions, indicating that the primary objective at this stage was
not to predict the total FPwith absolute accuracy, however, to
create a potentially high FP productive and profitable line-up.
Finally, this line-up would be evaluated based on the results
of an actual tournament’s benchmark table on the specific
matchday, challenged with actual uses that took part.

Results presented in Table 3 showcase that DLO produces
an optimal line-up, with a total predicted FP of 358.7, while
the real FP of this line-up was 297.5. As shown, the DLO
follows the restrictions set by [57] taking under consideration
the position restrictions (two SFs, two SGs, two PGs, one PF,
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Table 3 Optimal line-up for May 15, 2021, matchday

Player Position Salary

Andre Iguodala SF 2400

Bruce Brown SF 4300

Caris LeVert SG 8600

Devin Booker SG 8500

James Harden PG 10,800

Karl Anthony Towns C 10,100

LeBron James PG 9600

Thaddeus Young PF 5600

Position restrictions Count

PG 2

SG 2

SF 2

PF 1

C 1

Spending $: 59,900

Total predicted FP: 358.7

Total actual FP: 297.5

and one C), the salary cap (59,900$ used), players of more
than 2 two teams were included, and there are no repetitions
in player selection.

5 Discussion and implications

In this section, we dive into the implications and interpreta-
tions of our research findings on how individual ML models
for each NBA player can be efficient and stable to predict
accurately their FP performance daily. We investigate the
results of using standard (core) and advanced features (com-
plete) in different periods, identifying their pros and cons.
Additionally, we discuss the real-life applications of the last
stage of our research related to linear optimization and line-
up generation, focusing on producing profit, considering all
restrictions the tournament’s provider imposed, and bench-
marking our results against the line-ups of actual users.

5.1 Performance scenarios analysis

Based on the results in Sect. 4.1 and our goals in research
questions 1 and 2, all scenarios provide satisfactory outcomes
with standard deviations of 9.47 and 8.93 for LTS and 9.73
and 9.07 for TS in the unseen sets, respectively. Forecast-
ing using both the most recent data (LTS) and the complete
dataset (TS) provides accurate results. The two-step evalua-
tion and validation process give stable and well-generalized

models, preventing overfitting and ensuring the validity of
constructed models. The differences between LTS and TS
scenarios were not extreme, indicating that even the TSmod-
els capture recent trends based on the game-lag features we
used, further ensuring good data quality after data wrangling
and feature engineering. The results from Table 1 show that
core features are more effective in predicting player per-
formance in both (TS and LTS), outperforming complete.
Furthermore, models trained in TS appear to provide slightly
better scores. However, those differences are not significant,
as results are computed as averages, and each player’s perfor-
mance trend could be captured better in different scenarios.
This answers both our first and second research questions.

Moreover, based on Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 in the appendix,
which showcase the proportion of different finalized models
in each scenario, there is no unique methodology for best fit-
ting each player’s case with one type of model. Nevertheless,
Voting Meta-Model consistently ranks as the best or top per-
formingmodel across all scenarios except for Scenario 1 (TS
complete). Voting Meta-Model performance demonstrated
its robustness and adaptability when handling both complete
and core datasets; moreover, its ability to combine already
well performing models, excelling overall their overall pre-
dictive performance. Additionally, Random Forest performs
exceptionally in Scenario 1 and fits best in other scenarios,
effectively handling larger datasets with various advanced
statistics capturing complex interactions and relationships.
Continuously, Bayesian Ridge was also best fitting in many
players’ cases and datasets in all scenarios, indicating its
capability to adapt to various datasets, making it a reliable
and steady model.

Furthermore, AdaBoost was also a favorite in many cases,
especially in Scenarios 3 and 4, suggesting that it is more
effective in handling simple datasets with standard features.
Lastly, Elastic Net was constantly picked as best perform-
ing across all scenarios, handling exceptionally complete
and core datasets in different timespans, however, not the
favorite in any scenario. In summary, this research proves
that no model outperforms others, and the approach of indi-
vidual modeling is efficient. Moreover, those results offer us
valuable insight that the best performing models exhibit a
combination of adaptability, robustness, and effectiveness in
handling different types of datasets and timespans. This is
related to both our first and second research questions.

5.2 Optimization interpretations

Most importantly, it is essential to highlight that each fore-
casting scenario is equally important in understanding the
problemwe are trying to solve. This research provides a com-
parative overview of forecasting high performers in NBA,
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Fig. 2 S. Curry forecast results with LTS (unseen data)

taking advantage of individual players’ modeling to opti-
mize the results and provide the most efficient approach to
predicting each player’s performance.

Based on the aforementioned, it is crucial to analyze the
optimization results from Table 2, where the most efficient
and stable model from the scenarios of Table 1 is selected to
create a final forecasting approach. Additionally, to ensure
the validity of the results, models are benchmarked grouped
by their data (TS and LTS), as these are evaluated in a differ-
ent timespan of historical data in each step of the two-step
evaluation and validation process.

Based on these results, both Cases 1 and 2 approaches
optimize the scores in both TS andLTS, as each could include
models that are trained on complete or core quality of data.
While all scenarios and cases score results are close, it is
more prudent to select the LTS scenarios and approaches
because they are evaluated from the two-step procedure in
the most recent results, and we can confidently rely on those
predictions. One example is S. Curry’s showcase in Figure 2,
in which we can identify that the corresponding model in the
LTS follows the performance trend closely, even with the
difference that occurred between the actual and predicted
FP.

This research also suggests a comprehensive datasets and
models’ approach for optimized FP predictions, indicating
that the selected Case 2 approach with LTS data, including
models trained on both core and complete data with stan-
dard and advanced features, is recommended.Moreover,with
this approach, we can efficiently capture the latest player’s
performance trend and accurately predict each potential per-
formance. This also addresses both our first and second
research questions. Some of the best models that were per-
formed in the second step of the validation procedure, with
the bold indicating the lowest error metrics, are shown in
Table 4.

5.3 DLO results and practical implications

The final objective of this research is to predict DFS perfor-
mance accurately, supporting the decision-making process in
DFS tournaments. The optimized model selection from Case
2, in which results presented in 5.2, serves as a basis for
DLO process. Even though Case 1 resulted in better results,
its validation set was wider and trained in all available sea-
sons. The Case 2 with LTS data can better capture the recent
form and performance trends of the players. Since dataset in
which models are trained/test/validated has only recent data,
it is better suited for making short-term predictions, such as
those that are needed for the DLO.

After selecting the optimal combination of models from
Case 2, predictions from unseen sets were used to create
optimal line-ups in the DLO using linear optimization tech-
niques. The primary goal of theDLOwas achieved and tested
against the actual results of a real tournament. The algo-
rithm’s results produced a successful and profitable line-up
that, if entered the competition [59] of May 15, 2021, would
have generated profit with real 297.5 FP scored and ranked
within the winning benchmark compared to all other users.
In the challenged tournament, 11,764 users participated, and
profitable line-ups achieved the top 23.5%, while our DLO
ranked in the top 18.4% of the leaderboard.

This comprehensive forecasting approach has a plethora
of practical implications and can potentially benefit vari-
ous stakeholders involved in DFS. Starting by enhancing
decision-making for DFS players, usingDLO results as valu-
able consultation tomake informed decisions while selecting
their line-ups, and increasing the likelihood of winning in
tournaments.

Additionally, DLO can provide valuable insights for other
stakeholders in the industry, such as sports analysts and DFS
platform holders, to makemore accurate to refine their salary
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Table 4 Top five player forecasts
with most accurate models with
corresponding data used

Player Model MAPE MAE Data

Validation Unseen Validation Unseen

K. Looney Elastic Net 26.10% 14.60% 4.44 2.49 Complete

B. Adebayo Random Forest 26.30% 15.70% 7.87 6.23 Core

S. Curry Meta-model (voting) 21.60% 16.60% 8.15 7.90 Core

P. Mills Meta-model (voting) 24.50% 16.60% 4.61 3.28 Core

Lebron James Meta-model (voting) 18.40% 17.20% 8.22 7.57 Core

algorithms and create more competitive and balanced con-
tests. DLO offers a comprehensive solution that not only
maximizes winning probabilities of individual users, but also
can contribute to DFS sports and sports industry.

5.4 Limitations

In this research, we have undertaken a comprehensive
approach to predicting NBA player performance for Daily
Fantasy Sports. However, our study does have several limi-
tations that could be considered for future research. Firstly,
our analysis does not capture certain external factors that
might significantly influence player performance. These fac-
tors include player injuries, teamdynamics, in-game strategic
decisions, real-time game dynamics, or off-court events and
trends, which are particularly relevant for Daily Fantasy
Sports.

Another limitation lies in the specificity of ourMLmodels,
which are based on NBA data and tailored to the spe-
cific scenarios of this study. Given the unique aspects of
the NBA league, the effectiveness of these models may be
limitedwhen applied under different conditions or with alter-
nate datasets from other leagues. Factors such as varying
playstyles, points scoring trends, and differences in player
quality across leagues could affect the applicability of these
models.

Additionally, our research predominantly focuses on
short-term predictions, as evidenced by the development and
application of the DLO. This approach means that long-term
trends in player performance and their broader implications
were not the primary focus of our analysis.

Furthermore, while our methodology has proven effec-
tive for NBA performance prediction, its direct applicability
to other sports is not guaranteed. Sports such as football,
baseball, or hockey, each with its unique dynamics and data
availability, may require significant methodological adjust-
ments to be effectively applied.

Recognizing these limitations is important as they high-
light areas where further research and refinement are needed.
Future studies might expand upon these aspects, thereby

enhancing the models’ applicability and reliability across a
broader range of contexts.

5.5 Future work

Future research is needed in this area and could be explored
in various directions to enhance the accuracy and applicabil-
ity of this methodology. Further investigation could be done
by adding other data sources [60], such as player injury his-
tory, betting odds, or sentiment analysis [61–63],which could
improvemodel performance and excellent forecasting. Addi-
tionally, sport-specific or position-specific features could be
explored by developing association rules [64] between play-
ers and teams, uncovering hidden relationships that could
improve modeling. Moreover, different optimization tech-
niques, such as genetic algorithms [65] or particle swarm
optimization [66], could be tested and applied with the pro-
posed approach and benchmark the corresponding results.

Moreover, future research and development of this pro-
posed approach could be done in other sports, such as
football, baseball, or hockey, which would offer valuable
insights into the applicability of ML and linear optimization
in the whole DFS industry. Additionally, this methodology
could be transformed into a live recommendation system
which could provide the DFS users with an up-to-date opti-
mal line-up, considering last-minute changes from teams’
squads or players’ statuses. In this way, the methodology’s
performance could be evaluated over time through longitu-
dinal analysis, providing insights into its consistency and
reliability over seasons or years, transforming it into a reli-
able and effective tool for DFS users and other stakeholders
in the industry.

6 Conclusion

This study presents several contributions highlighting its
novelty in sports analytics and machine learning. While
sports analytics with the combination of ML itself is an
emerging domain, this research fills a specific gap in the
literature by focusing on NBA player performance FP, using
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a data-driven methodology that incorporates both standard
and advanced features in different time-spans, as no prior
studies have exhibited the same characteristics. Addition-
ally, themethodology goes beyond predictions and continues
with produced findings with linear optimization modeling
that considers real-world constraints, such as salary caps and
player positions.

An extensive comparative analysis was presented from
multiple ML models exploring 14 different approaches to
identify the most effective predictive models. Individual
modeling demonstrated that there is no one-size-fits-all
solution for predictingNBAplayer performance, and the pro-
posed approach is efficient. Another asset of this research it is
the blended approach of data periods, combining long-term
data from the last ten seasons and short-term data from the
last three seasons, enhancing prediction accuracy and model
stability.

Moreover, unlike typical single-step evaluations found in
the literature, this study adopts a two-step evaluation and
validation process on unseen data, ensuring that the generated
models are robust and well-generalized. Furthermore, one
more important aspect of the study’s novelty is its real-world
applicability and financial profitability compared with other
studies in the literature. This research validates its models
theoretically, enters a real-world tournament, ranked in the
top 18.4% of the leaderboard, and demonstrates significant
success, proving its usefulness and potential.

This study showed that the use of core (standard statis-
tics) and complete (advanced statistics) datasets, as well
as long-term (ten seasons—TS) and short-term (last three
seasons—LTS) data, is critical for producing accurate predic-
tions. Additionally, through four scenarios, it was indicated
that Voting Meta-Model, Random Forest, Bayesian Ridge,
AdaBoost, and Elastic Net were to be more effective mod-
els with the approach. Furthermore, in the final optimized
model selection in Cases 1 and 2, it was shown that the sec-
ond proposed methodology taking advantage of the two-step
evaluation and validation and performing model selection
in different TS and LTS timespans optimizes the overall
results, picking the best stable performing model for the final
approach.

Moreover, using linear optimization techniques, this
research produced an optimal line-up for DFS sports with
profitable results, challenged in an actualTournament onMay
15, 2021, validating the practicality and usefulness of this
approach. This methodology could be the base and benefit
various stakeholders in the DFS industry, such as individual
users who participated in that kind of tournaments, sports
analysts, and platform holders, by providing accurate pre-
dictions.

Regarding the research questions, this research targeted
to address, we conclude that individual ML models for
each NBA player can produce accurate predictions with

well-generalized models, scoring stable scores in a two-step
evaluation and validation procedures. With LTS data, the
average scoringMAPE for the validation set was 28.90% and
for the unseen set was 29.50%. Additionally, the MAE for
validation andunseen setwas 7.33 and7.74, correspondingly.
Moreover, in TS data, the average scoringMAPE for the val-
idation set was 28.90% and for the unseen set was 29.50%.
Additionally, theMAE for validation and unseen setwas 7.33
and 7.74, correspondingly. The results profound achieving
excelling the FP forecasting when the standard deviation of
the LTS datasets was 9.47 for the train/test set and 8.93 for
the unseen set, and for TS datasets was 9.73 for the train/test
set and 9.07 for the unseen set (RQ1).

In addition, we conclude that in the first stage of the
research, inwhich four different scenarios are considered, the
modeling with core features was more effective in predicting
player performance in short-term and long-term, improving
the results in the test set by 1.7–1.9% in terms of MAPE, and
in the unseen set, by 0.2–2.1%. However, we established that
a combination of both modeling in core and complete data
resulting in the best results, selected by MAPE in test sets,
provides more stable and well-generalized models (RQ2).

In the final stage of the research, with linear optimization
application to the predictions generated by Case 2 on unseen
data, they determined an optimal line-up for a match day.
This approach considered the necessary constraints imposed
byDFS platform holders, such as player salary caps and posi-
tional requirements. The application was successful, while
the generated optimal line-upwas tested in a real-life scenario
using data from a DFS tournament held on May 15, 2021,
yielding a profitable solution that outperformed a portion of
the actual users’ line-ups. Our DLO performed exception-
ally well in the tournament and secured a spot in the top
18.4% of the leaderboard, while there were 11,764 partici-
pants, and those who managed to create profitable line-ups
made it to the top 23.5%. This successful approach show-
cases the practical applications of this research to various
stakeholders in the DFS industry. At the same time, plat-
formusers can use thismethodology for decision-making and
consultancy for their line-up creation, increasing their proba-
bility of winning in DFS contests. Moreover, sports analysis
and DFS platform holders can leverage these insights from
this research’s practical application for strategic planning,
refining salary algorithms and evaluating performance more
accurately (RQ3).

This study contributes to the evolving field of basketball
DFS and SA, exhibiting the practical applications and bene-
fits of employingML for performance prediction and line-up
generation and optimization. We introduced a comprehen-
sive and optimized approach that can benefit individuals who
want to benefit from the DFS and the DFS platform hold-
ers on reformatting more competitive and balanced contests
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by refining their salary strategies and improving decision-
making at various levels in the basketball industry and
performance prediction.
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Appendix

We include here four figures that illustrate the model alloca-
tion per player and scenario during modeling (Figs. 3, 4, 5,
6), and two tables of features for complete and core datasets
before feature engineering and post-feature engineering pre-
processing with a glossary (Tables 5 and 6, respectively).

Fig. 3 Player models—scenario 1

Fig. 4 Player models—scenario 2
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Fig. 5 Player models—scenario 3

Fig. 6 Player models—scenario 4

Table 5 Complete datasets statistics and glossary: before feature engineering and post-feature engineering pre-processing

Feature Explanation Type

SEASON_YEAR The season year Traditional

PLAYER_NAME Player’s name Traditional

TM_NAME TM’s name Traditional

GAME_DATE The date of match Traditional

H/A Home or away Traditional

MIN Minutes participated Traditional

TM_MIN TM’s minutes played Traditional

TM_OREB TM’s offensive rebound Traditional

TM_DREB TM’s defensive rebound Traditional

TM_REB TM’s rebound Traditional

TM_AST TM’s assists Traditional

TM_TOV TM’s turnovers Traditional

TM_STL TM’s steals Traditional

TM_BLK TM’s blocks Traditional

TM_BLKA TM’s blocks against Traditional
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Table 5 (continued)

Feature Explanation Type

TM_PF TM’s Personal Foul Traditional

TM_PFD TM’s Personal Fouls Drawn Traditional

OPPONENT Opponent Traditional

OREB Offensive Rebounds Traditional

DREB Defensive Rebounds Traditional

REB Rebounds Traditional

AST Assists Traditional

TOV Turnovers Traditional

STL Steals Traditional

BLK Blocks Traditional

BLKA Blocks Against Traditional

PF Personal Fouls Traditional

PFD Personal Fouls Drawn Traditional

NBA_FANTASY_PTS Fantasy Points Traditional

FGM_PG Field Goals Per Game Traditional

FGA_PG Field Goals Attempted Per Game Traditional

OPP_PTS_OFF_TOV Opponent Points Off Turnovers Traditional

OPP_PTS_2ND_CHANCE Opponent Second Chance Points Traditional

OPP_PTS_FB Opponent Fast Break Points Traditional

OPP_PTS_PAINT Opponent Points in the Paint Traditional

TM_E_OFF_RATING TM’s Estimated Offensive Rating Advanced

TM_OFF_RATING TM’s Offensive Rating Advanced

TM_E_DEF_RATING TM’s Estimated Defensive Rating Advanced

TM_DEF_RATING TM’s Defensive Rating Advanced

TM_AST_PCT TM’s Assist Percentage Advanced

TM_AST_TO TM’s Assist to Turnover Advanced

TM_AST_RATIO TM’s Assist Ratio Advanced

TM_DREB_PCT TM’s Offensive Rebound’s Percentage Advanced

TM_REB_PCT TM’s Rebound’s Percentage Advanced

TM_TS_PCT TM’s True Shooting Percentage Advanced

TM_E_PACE TM’s Estimated Pace Advanced

TM_PACE TM’s Pace Advanced

TM_PACE_PER40 TM’s Pace per 40 Min Advanced

TM_POSS TM’s Possessions Advanced

TM_PIE TM’s Impact Estimate Advanced

TM_PCT_FGA_2PT TM’s Percent of Field Goals Attempted (2 Pointers) Advanced

TM_PCT_FGA_3PT TM’s Percent of Field Goals Attempted (3 Pointers) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_2PT TM’s Percent of Points (2 Pointers) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_2PT_MR TM’s Percent of Points (2-Point Field Goals: Mid-Range) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_3PT TM’s Percent of Points (3-Point Field Goals) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_FB TM’s Percent of Points (Fast Break Points) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_FT TM’s Percent of Points (Free Throws) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_OFF_TOV TM’s Percent of Points (Off Turnovers) Advanced

TM_PCT_PTS_PAINT TM’s Percent of Points (Points in the Paint) Advanced

TM_PCT_AST_2PM TM’s Percent of Assists 2-Point Field Goals Advanced
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Table 5 (continued)

Feature Explanation Type

TM_PCT_UAST_2PM TM’s Percent of Unassisted 2-Point Field Goals Advanced

TM_PCT_AST_3PM TM’s Percent of Assists 3-Point Field Goals Advanced

TM_PCT_UAST_3PM TM’s Percent of Unassisted 3-Point Field Goals Advanced

TM_PCT_AST_FGM TM’s Percent of Assists Field Goals Advanced

TM_PCT_UAST_FGM TM’s Percent of Unassisted Field Goals Advanced

E_OFF_RATING Estimated Offensive Rating Advanced

OFF_RATING Offensive Rating Advanced

sp_work_OFF_RATING Sp Work Offensive Rating Advanced

E_DEF_RATING Estimated Defensive Rating Advanced

DEF_RATING Defensive Rating Advanced

sp_work_DEF_RATING Sp Work Defensive Rating Advanced

AST_PCT Assists Percentage Advanced

AST_TO Assist to Turnover Ratio Advanced

AST_RATIO Assist Ratio Advanced

DREB_PCT Defensive Rebound Rating Advanced

REB_PCT Rebound Percentage Advanced

E_TOV_PCT Estimated Turnover Percentage Advanced

TS_PCT True Shooting Percentage Advanced

E_PACE Estimated Pace Advanced

PACE Pace Advanced

PACE_PER40 Pace per 40 Min Advanced

sp_work_PACE Sp Work Pace Advanced

PIE Player Impact Estimate Advanced

POSS Possessions Advanced

PCT_FGA_2PT Percentage Of Field Goals Attempted that are two-point field goal attempts Advanced

PCT_FGA_3PT Percentage Of Field Goals Attempted that are three-point field goal attempts Advanced

PCT_PTS_2PT Percentage Of Points that are from two-point field goals Advanced

PCT_PTS_2PT_MR Percentage Of Points that are from two-point field goals from mid-range field goals Advanced

PCT_PTS_3PT Percentage Of Points that are from three-point field goals Advanced

PCT_PTS_FB Percentage Of Points that are from fast break opportunities Advanced

PCT_PTS_FT Percentage Of Points that are from free throws Advanced

PCT_PTS_OFF_TOV Percentage Of Points that are off turnovers Advanced

PCT_PTS_PAINT Percentage Of Points that are from the paint Advanced

PCT_AST_2PM Percentage Of two-point field goals that are assisted Advanced

PCT_UAST_2PM Percentage Of two-point field goals that are unassisted Advanced

PCT_AST_3PM Percentage Of three-point field goals that are assisted Advanced

PCT_UAST_3PM Percentage Of three-point field goals that are unassisted Advanced

PCT_AST_FGM Percentage Of field goals that are assisted Advanced

PCT_UAST_FGM Percentage Of field goals that are unassisted Advanced

PCT_FGM Percentage Of Field Goal while on court Advanced

PCT_FGA Percentage Of Field Goal Attempts while on court Advanced

PCT_FG3M Percentage Of three-point field goal while on court Advanced

PCT_FG3A Percentage Of three-point field goal attempts while on court Advanced

PCT_FTM Percentage Of free throws while on court Advanced

PCT_FTA Percentage Of free throw attempts while on court Advanced

PCT_OREB Percentage Of Offensive rebounds while on court Advanced
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Table 5 (continued)

Feature Explanation Type

PCT_DREB Percentage Of defensive rebounds while on court Advanced

PCT_REB Percentage Of Rebounds while on court Advanced

PCT_AST Percentage Of Assists while on court Advanced

PCT_TOV Percentage Of Turnovers while on court Advanced

PCT_STL Percentage Of Steals while on court Advanced

PCT_BLK Percentage Of Blocks while on court Advanced

PCT_BLKA Percentage Of Blocks Attempted while on court Advanced

PCT_PF Percentage Of Personal Fouls while on court Advanced

PCT_PFD Percentage Of Personal Fouls Drawn while on court Advanced

PLAYOFFS Playoff Match Miscellaneous

OPPONENT The Opponent that TM/Player faces Miscellaneous

REST_DAYS Days brake before last match (max “5”) Miscellaneous

WL Result Miscellaneous

DD2 Double–double Miscellaneous

TD3 Triple–double Miscellaneous

PLAYOFFS Type of game Miscellaneous

PCT_PTS Percentage Of Points while on court Scoring

NBA_FANTASY_PTS The Fantasy Points scored Scoring

TM_FGM TM’s field goals Scoring

TM_FGA TM’s field goals attempted Scoring

TM_FG_PCT TM’s field goals percentage Scoring

TM_FG3M TM’s 3-point field goal Scoring

TM_FG3A TM’s 3-point field goal attempted Scoring

TM_FG3_PCT TM’s 3-point field goal percentage Scoring

TM_FTM TM’s free throws Scoring

TM_FTA TM’s free throws attempted Scoring

TM_FT_PCT TM’s free throws percentage Scoring

TM_PTS TM’s points scored Scoring

TM_PTS_OFF_TOV TM’s points off turnovers Scoring

TM_PTS_2ND_CHANCE TM’s 2nd chance points Scoring

TM_PTS_FB TM’s fast break points Scoring

TM_PTS_PAINT TM’s paint touch points Scoring

FGM Field goals Scoring

FGA Field goals attempted Scoring

FG_PCT Percent field goals Scoring

FG3M Field goals (3 pointers) Scoring

FG3A Field goals attempted (3 pointers) Scoring

FG3_PCT Field goals percentage Scoring

FTM Free throws Scoring

FTA Free throws attempted Scoring

PTS Points Scoring

PTS_OFF_TOV Points off turnovers Scoring

PTS_2ND_CHANCE Second chance points Scoring

PTS_FB Fast break points Scoring

PTS_PAINT Points in the paint Scoring
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Table 5 (continued)

Feature Explanation Type

USG_PCT Usage percentage Usage

E_USG_PCT Estimated usage percentage Usage

E_USG_PCT Estimated usage percentage Usage

TM_OREB_PCT TM’s defensive rebound’s percentage Four factors

TM_TM_TOV_PCT TM’s turnover percentage Four factors

TM_EFG_PCT TM’s effective field goal percentage Four factors

TM_FTA_RATE TM’s free throw attempt rate Four factors

FT_PCT Free throws percentage Four factors

OREB_PCT Offensive rebound rating Four factors

TM_TOV_PCT TM’s turnover percentage Four factors

EFG_PCT Effective field goal percentage Four factors

OPP_TM_OFF_RATING Opponent’s last match offensive rating Opponent

OPP_TM_DEF_RATING Opponent’s last match defensive rating Opponent

OPP_TM_NET_RATING Opponent’s last match net rating (difference of OFF/DEF) Opponent

OPP_TM_NBA_FANTASY_PTS Opponent’s last match sum Fantasy Points scored Opponent

OPP_PTS_OFF_TOV Opponent points off turnovers Opponent

OPP_PTS_2ND_CHANCE Opponent second chance points Opponent

OPP_PTS_FB Opponent fast break points Opponent

OPP_PTS_PAINT Opponent points in the paint Opponent

Table 6 Core datasets statistics
and glossary: before feature
engineering and post-feature
engineering pre-processing

Feature Explanation Type

SEASON_YEAR The season year Traditional

PLAYER_NAME Player’s name Traditional

GAME_DATE The date of match Traditional

H/A Home or away Traditional

NBA_FANTASY_PTS Fantasy points Traditional

TM_NAME TM’s name Traditional

OPPONENT Opponent Traditional

OPP_TM_NBA_FANTASY_PTS Opponent’s last match sum Fantasy Points
scored

Opponent

OPP_TM_OFF_RATING Opponent’s last match offensive rating Opponent

OPP_TM_DEF_RATING Opponent’s last match defensive rating Opponent

OPP_TM_NET_RATING Opponent’s last match net rating (difference of
OFF/DEF)

Opponent

PLAYOFFS Playoff match Miscellaneous

REST_DAYS Days brake before last match (over “5”
assigned as “5”)

Miscellaneous

MIN Minutes participated Traditional

PTS Points Scoring

FG3M Field goals (3 pointers) Scoring

REB Rebounds Traditional

AST Assists Traditional

STL Steals Traditional

BLK Blocks Traditional

TOV Turnovers Traditional
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Table 6 (continued)
Feature Explanation Type

DD2 Double–double Miscellaneous

TD3 Triple–double Miscellaneous

NET_RATING Difference between offensive rating and
defensive rating

Advanced

USG_PCT Usage percentage Usage

PIE Player impact estimate Advanced

WL Result Miscellaneous

TM_OFF_RATING TM’s offensive rating Advanced

TM_DEF_RATING TM’s defensive rating Advanced

TM_NBA_FANTASY_PTS TM’s Fantasy Points scored Scoring

NBA_FANTASY_PTS fantasy points Traditional

OPPONENT Opponent Traditional
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